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Abstract-  
The main important aspect in a Communication system is a Receiver. If receiver receives weak 
signals from an antenna makes communication system be weaker Due to improved parameters like 
gain, noise, bandwidth, linearity, chip area and power consumption of a Low noise Amplifier 
(LNA) makes receive part be an efficient for amplification. The pre and post simulation waveforms 
obtained for transient analysis and AC analysis. This Project is designed an efficient LNA with 
very low voltage supply as well as it provides high gain and bandwidth with a small chip area 
occupancy. This will make receiver section in communication part be strong in amplification. 
We want to design the CMOS system by using EDA tool. 
Keywords: LNA, optimization, PDP 
 
Introduction:  
 An amplifier will increase the power of both signal and noise present as its input, but the 
amplifier will also introduce some additional noise, A low-noise amplifier(LNA) is a electronic 
amplifier that amplifies a very low-power signal without significantly degrading its signal to noise 
ratio. Actually LNA’s designed to minimize that additional noise.so Designers can minimizing 
additional noise by choosing low noise components, operating points and circuit topologies. 
Today, demand for mobile wireless communication devices and high-speed computer equipment 
is growing on the market.  
 
This goes without saying that the low cost and high performance of integrated WLAN circuits 
have contributed to commercial success. However, these devices have only a limited battery life. 
Battery systems with electronics have not changed. Since upgrades to batteries do not meet the 
demand for wireless equipment, innovative circuit design technologies need to be developed in 
order to reduce energy use and use low power. Basic building blocks of mobile wireless 
communication the use of manufacturing technology is very important for the implementation and 
development of these circuits. 
Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) design considerations are low noise figure, good input and output 
matching, high gain, stability and linearity. Although these considerations are crucial, they are 
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interdependent and to find a common optimum solution is not easy. To satisfy these considerations, 
transistor selection is one of the most important step in LNA  
 
Design.              
Existing Method: 
The LNA includes a CS & CG amplifier stages The NC technique is adopted to decrease the noise 
involvement of the amplifier. Compared with CS, in the interim, the power gain & the total NF 
performances are also improved further. It has been experiential that the proposed LNA’s linearity 
has little effect on the CG path . Consequently, the bias voltage of the circuit and power 
consumption is optimized to reduce in the path. The different noise cancellation of paths for CMOS 
LNAs goes during bring in a phase mismatch among the 2 parallel paths. This phase mismatch 
harmfully impacts the system noise cancellation &gain . For that reason, its cause on performance 
of NF and gain is furthermore quantitatively with analyzed in this paper. 

 
Fig: CMOS Low Noise Amplifier 

 
The easiest way to tell if a FET is common source, common drain, or common gate is to examine 
where the signal enters and leaves. the configuration of cs amplifier is the input being a voltage 
between the gate and ground, and the output being a voltage between the drain and ground in 
electronics common-source amplifier is one of three basic single-stage field effect transistor (FET) 
amplifier topologies, typically used as a voltage or transconductance amplifier. The easiest way to 
tell if a FET is common source, Common drain or common gate is to examine where the signal 
enters and leaves. The remaining terminal is what is known as "common".  
In this example, the signal enters the gate, and exits the drain. The only terminal remaining is the 
source. This is a common-source FET circuit. The analogous bipolar junction transistor circuit 
may be viewed as a transconductance amplifier or as a voltage amplifier. As a transconductance 
amplifier, the input voltage is seen as modulating the current going to the load. As a voltage 
amplifier, input voltage modulates the current flowing through the FET, changing the voltage 
across the output resistance according to Ohm’s Law. 
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Proposed Design: 
CMOS has no static power when switching does not take place. But the semiconductor devices 
conduct or leak through the reverse biased channels and provide a path from VDD to ground and 
this constitutes static power consumption. There are various sources of leakage currents and we 
will be explaining the primary sources. 

 
Fig: Scaling of Transistor Dimensions 

The proposed wideband low noise amplifier consisting of two stages. In the first stage, a 
commongate topology is combined with the dual-resonance matching network technique, which 
results in wideband matching at the input stage. As it is known, the common-gate structure 
improves the input matching property of the LNA structure. In the proposed structure, on the one 
hand, the first frequency point has been generated by resonating between the inductor LS and 
Cgs1. On the other hand, the second frequency point has been generated by resonating between 
two pair frequency points, Lg2 and Cgs2 as a strong frequency point, and LD1 and the resulted 
capacitance of CD to CM4. The combination of these frequency points greatly improves the input 
matching at the whole of the frequency range. In addition, a resistor (Ro) is connected between the 
source and drain of M1 to be parallel to the channel length modulation resistance of M1, which is 
used to control the gain and input matching. The current-bleeding technique with diode-connected 
load is adopted to inject more current leading to increase voltage gain and decrease NF. In the 
output, the CS–CD currentreuse technique is applied. 
A common source (CS) cascode LNA is the preferred choice among the different topologies, due 
to its good linearity, better input matching, along with high gain and low noise figure with the 
lowest power consumption. Figure 1 shows the basic circuit diagram of the common source 
cascode LNA. The degenerated inductor Ls in combination with the gate-to source capacitance 
(Cgs) of the driving transistor (M1) produces the real part of the input impedance, while the 
inductor Lg adds a degree of freedom to set the desired frequency of operation ( 0) . 
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Fig: Proposed CMOS Cascode LNA 

The drain current of a MOS device in the submicron region with short-channel effects such as 
velocity saturation, channel length modulation, etc., operating in different regions can be 
described. For the noise analysis, an equivalent small-signal circuit to Fig. 4.1 is shown in Fig. 4.2 
Here, four noise current sources are considered: in, RS (the thermal noise current due to RS), in, 
Rout (the thermal noise current due to Rout).  
  
Simulation Results: 

 
Fig: CS Cascode Low Noise Amplifier 
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Fig: Simulation result for CS Cascode Low Noise Amplifier 

 
Conclusion: 
Previously we verified different types of Low power LNA’s like Cascode inductive LNA, Ultra 
wide band LNA and Transconductance LNA but each has its own constraints like noise figure and 
gain. For that reason we proposed “current reuse inductively degenerated cascade CMOS LNA” 
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which have better gain of 14.3dB and a noise figure of 5dB with a very less power consumption 
about 90μ by applying “0.8v”supply. And also we verified that less channel length technology 
node independently depends on power consumption. So we designed this model as current reuse 
technique, which greatly reduces power consumption at 2.4GHZ LNA input in 90nm CMOS 
technology node.  
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